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STANDARD SEVEN EXAMINATION AUGUST-2019 

SUBJECT: SCIENCE 

TIME: 1:30 HOURS                

INSTRUCTIONS  

� This paper consists of forty five (45) questions with sections A and B. 
� Answer all the questions in all sections. 
� Read all the given instructions in the special answer sheet (OMR)  
� Fill all the required information in the OMR  form and the page with question number 41 - 45 in 

the question paper. 

� Write your Examination Number and then shade the digits of the number in the   respective 

place in your answer sheet (OMR).  

> Shade the letter of the correct answer for each question in the answer sheet provided  

[A]  [B]   [C]   [D]   [E] 

 (OMR)  for questions number 1 – 40.For example, if the correct answer is A shade as  

 follows: 

 

� Use HB pencil only for questions 1 - 40, and a blue or black ink ball pointed pen for  

 question number 41 - 45. 

� Cellular phones are not allowed in the examination room.  
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SECTION A: 

Choose the correct answer and write its letter in space provided 
1. A cell can be observed by using 

{a}spectacles  {b}eyes {c}microscope {d} mirror {e}  torch 
 

2. Which among the following plants doesn’t produce flowers? 
{a}maize  {b} sugarcane {c} beans {d}peas  {e} groundnuts 
 

3. Normally food stays in the stomach for about __________ hours. 
{a} one {b}two {c}five  {d}six  {e} four 
 

4. Which among the following change its form? 
{a}white blood cell {b} plasma {c} platelets {d}red blood {e} iymph 
 

5. Human beings and other animals have_________ kidneys. 
{a} one {b}two {c}three {d}four {e}five 
 

6. The following are vertebrate animals EXCEPT? 
{a} frog {b}fish {c}grasshopper {d} lizard {e}crocodile 

7. Which is an amphibian animal among the following? 
{a}fish {b} cow {c} frog {d}lizard {e}chameleon 
 

8. Which of the following is Not a bird? 
{a} owl {b}hawk {c}hen {d}bat  {e}duck 

9. Alveolus are found in______________ 
{a} liver {b}kidney {c}hearts {d}lungs {e} duck 
 

10. Which of the following is NOT a part of the digestion system? 
{a} kidney {b}liver {c}tongue {d} intestine {e} pancreas 

 
11. Which of the following are conditions necessary for a seed to germinate? 

{a} soil. Warmth, air  {b}soil, water, air  {c} water, oxygen, warmth 
{d} fertilizer, water, warmth {e} fertilizer, water, soil 

 
12. The retina in the eye is the same as_____ in the camera 

{a} film {b} pupil {c}lens {d}cornea {e}iris 
 

13. Which of the following groups of blood is a universal recipient? 
{a} B  {b}A  {c}O {d}AB  {e}A and B 
 

14. The main function of the liver in the human body is?_________ 
{a} to fight against germs  {b} to transport blood {c} to help in vision 
{d} to destroy poisons that get into the blood{} 

 
15. In order survive, living things needs the following except___________ 

{a} food {b}water {c}shelter {d}air  
 
16. A good example of complex machine among the following is_____________    

{a } 
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 scissors, hammer and clock {c}hammer and sewing machine  
{b} sewing machine and scissor {d} sewing machine, lock and bicycle 
 

 
17. In a scientific research, hypothesis is________________ 

{a} curiosity   {b}experiment  {c} scientific guess  {d} conclusion 
 
18. A specific area used for health counseling for children and pregnant women is called 

{a} clinic  {b} red cross  {c} UMATI {d} dispensary 
 
19. Which of the following is not important for the plant to manufacture its food?___ 

{a} Co2  {b} sunlight   {c} chlorophyll {d}O2 
 
20. Anemia is a condition which result from lack of______________ in the body. 

{a} calcium {b} phosphorus {c} iron {d}iodine 
 
21. Musa pushed a brick of 25N to a distance of 200meters.  Find the work done . 

{a}40 joules   {b} 5000 joules {c} 40kg/ force {d}5 0 kg force 
 

22. The study which deals with how living organisms depend from one another within their 
environment  is called________________ 
{a} ecology  {b} biology {c} psychology {d} astronomy 
 

23. Which hormone enables a person to overcome fear when confronted by danger? 
{a} adrenal {b} adrenaline {c} thyroid {d}thyroxin 
 

24. Which instrument among the following is used to measured air pressure 
{a} barometer {b} hygrometer {c} anemometer {d} hydrometer 

 
25. A chemical symbol  which stands for Iron is______________ 

{a} Cu  {b}CI  {c}Fe  {d}K 
26. In human body, HIV attacks_____________ 

{a}platelets {b}white blood cells  {c} red blood cells {d}plama 
 

27. Help given to injured person before taking him or to the hospital is called _______ 
{a} to save life {b} treatment  {c}counseling and guidance {d}first aid 

28. The following shows which class of lever? 
{a}first   {b} second  {c} third {d} first and second 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

29. The following are examples of malnutrition except 
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{a} kwashiorkor {b} obesity {c} polio {d}marasmus  

 
30. Find the value of X in the following figure___________ 

                 3m                           3m                      7m 
 
 
  
   30Kg                                                                 1okg X 
 
 

31. One function of blood in the body is_________ 
{a}to filter urine and sweat {b} produce carbon dioxide 
{c}to burn food, water and air {d}to maintain body temperature  
 

32. Which method is used to separate a solution of salt and water? 
{a} filtration  {b} evaporation {c} condensation  {d} stirring 
 

33. What will happen when North pole and North pole of bar magnets are brought together? 
{a} will repel each other {b} will combine {c} will attract each other {d} will collide 
 

34. Temperature at which water freezes is_______________ 
{a} 100C {b} 120 F {c}32F {d}37F 

35. Resulting and burning are similar in the sense that is both action_________ 
{a} Oxygen is giving off  {b} oxygen is used up {c} nitrogen is given off 
{d} Nitrogen is used up 
 

36. A chemical substance which is used  to identify  starch food materials is called______ 
{a} Acid {b} Base {c} mercury {d} iodine 
 

37. Acid +Base ___ D+ water.  Letter D represents which chemical substance? 
{a} magnification of objects {b} converging light rays {c}diverging light rays 
{d}enable to see near by objects 

 
38. What is a property of this type of lens? 
39. Convert 37c into F 

{a}100F {b}98.6F {c}88.6F {d}37F 
 

40. The heat from the sun reaches the Earth by a process called__________ 
{a}conduction {b}radiation {c}evaporation {d}convection 
 
SECTION B 

41. In NPK fertilizer, letter “K” stands for______________ 
 
 
 

42. In absence of sodium hydroxide or potassium hydroxide what is a substitute matter for 
saponification? is ______________ 
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43. Earth worms are useful to farmers because they______________ 
 

44. A disease caused by rat is called?___________ 
 

45. How can we identify the gas produced by the combination of acid and 
metal?________________ 
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